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The Contribution of the Accountant in Coordinating
Sales and Production Through Inventory Control
by W. D. JAMES
Production Manager, Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, New York

a speech today, I am going to tell you a story. Not a
I story about my company;
not a story about your company; but a story about
NSTEAD O F MAKI N G

many companies. Much of what I have to tell is true; some of it is assumed.
I believe that some of you will find parts of this story familiar, having experienced similar problems in your own company. I hope that others may find parts
of this story currently familiar so that you can take away a few new ideas on
current problems.
Divergent Viewpoints on Inventories
My story begins in the 'management conference room of our hypothetical
company. The president has called a meeting of his principal operating executives. Seated around the table, we find the sales manager, manufacturing manager, chief financial officer, and the production control manager. I am going
to develop the subject of this paper by means of discussion among these executives. I hope to bring out the divergent points of view of the various operating
divisions and to develop some practical solutions to the problem through this
discussion. If you will bear with me, I will take the parts of all five men as
impartially as possible.
The president opens the meeting by describing the company's current operating condition, which is typical of so many companies today:
1. Sale s ar e l a ggi n g sl i ght l y be hi nd t he fore cast ma d e at the be gi nn i ng of t he year, alt h ou gh t h e y a re b e t t e r t h an 1 95 6 t o da t e .
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2. Back orders are higher than normal and there are indications of customer dissatisfaction with delivery service.
3. Costs a re slightly out of line, which is partially due to excessive overtime spending in
the factory.
4. The past 12 months have shown an unstable labor pattern, with several instances of
significant hiring and lay -offs.
5. Investment of working capital in inventories has been rising steadily and is now the
largest item on the balance sheet.
T h e pre si de nt

is quick to

po in t ou t tha t the op er a ti on s

of

th e co m p a n y are

not u nsa ti sfa cto ry, in th a t ga i n s ha v e b ee n r e co r d e d t h i s y e a r in c o m pa r i so n wi t h
la st yea r. Ho we ve r , t h i s

isa

typ ica l situ a tion wher e: —

1. The indicators mentioned are trending in the wrong direction. (It is easier to take
corrective action to reverse such trends in the early stages, rather tha n after a serious
problem has developed.)
2. Constructive thinking at any time can improve coordination and control of the operations to yield results which are better than planned.
O u r sa les ma n a g e r o p e n s the discu ssion wi th a n a ppra isa l fr o m the sales
poi nt

of vi ew

on ly :

1. One of the principal reasons why our sales are lagging is slow deliveries from the
factory. Our customer service has slipped.
2. We mu st have the right goods available for shipment when the customer wants them.
He will not wa it. Slow deliveries will prompt him to buy from our competitors, and a
continuation of poor service will cause us to lose whole accounts.
3. Once we get into service trouble, it takes us too long to recover, too long to adjust
production and get a greater volume of goods flowing to the trade.
4. Why can we not carry a larger finished -goods inventory to protect us against these
shorts? If we do so, we can improve our sales volume.
Ou r ma n u fa c t u ri n g ma n a ge r r ep l i es t o t h e se st a t e m en t s:
1. The reason we have "shorts" is largely because our sales fluctuate from forecasts.
2. W e have plenty of stock on lines which are selling below the budget, but we are
short where sales are in excess of budget.
3. We are asked to move up and down a s sales change. We ca nnot hire and fire people
at will. Not only does that cost money, but many times we cannot obtain the particular
skills we need.
4. Further, these emergency programs to cover sales variances are hurting our costs, due
to excess set -up for short runs.
5. W e need finished stock as a buffer to absorb sales variances, so we ca n stabilize our
labor and produce longer runs.
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6. Further, inventory is a good investment. With wages and material costs rising,
the stock we made during the last six months is at a lower cost than the stock we
will make during the next six months.

Our chief financial officer expresses his opinion:
1. Both sales and manufacturing heads have good reasons for proposing larger inventories.
2. However, our investment in inventories is already very substantial, and is rising.

3. There are hidden costs to inventory which may not be readily apparent:
a. While capital is tied up in inventory, if is not working. It earns a return only
as it moves out to the customers.
b. We must pay either interest to the banks or dividends to the stockholders on
every dollar tied up in inventory. Interest rates are currently rising.
c. Space to house the inventory costs money.
d. We must pay insurance and, in some cases, taxes on the inventory.
e. The further we extend our inventories, the greater our cost of obsolescence.
4. We must strive for minimum investment to keep these costs down.

The production control manager summarizes the conflict of interests:
1. The sales manager wants higher inventories to protect customer service and therefore
maximize volume.
2. The manufacturing manager wants higher inventories to absorb sales fluctuations,

thereby permitting stabilization of labor and reduced costs.
3. The financial division wants lower inventories to minimize investment and the costs of
carrying inventories.

The Role of Inventories in Compromising Objectives
There is a "best possible answer" to this problem and there are a number of
techniques which we can use to determine proper inventories to meet all objectives. Basically, we must answer a three -part question.
I. What kind of inventory should we carry?
2. How much of each kind should we carry?
3. Where should we place such inventories?

After we thave made these determinations, our last step should be to develop
the control mechanisms necessary to insure that we continuously do the optimum
job in policing our inventory plan. This is where the accountant can make a
significant contribution. We will go into that later.
First, we must understand some basic facts about inventories:
1. We have inventory on hand for two purposes:

a. We must have inventories because it takes time to process materials in
the factory. Obviously, we must have on hand at least one part for each
operator to work on at all times.
JULY, 1957
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b. The second reason why we have inventory is to provide a buffer between
operations and between the factory and the customer. Since our manufacturing operations do not all run at the same rate, we must have inprocess stocks between operations to avoid paying for idle time. Since
our production will fluctuate between operations due to absenteeism,
machine breakdown, etc., we must have buffer stocks to avoid delays
from the bottleneck point on. Since our sales, in detail, fluctuate from
day to day, we need finished stock as a buffer to cover our manufacturing
cycle.
2. The first type of inventory, that which we are working on, is productive
inventory. It is moving towards a sale and is, therefore, earning a return.
3. The second type of inventory is unproductive in that it is sitting idle. It is
not earning money.
4. We are glad to have the productive type of inventory but look upon the idle,
or non - productive, types as a necessary evil to be minimized.

Re qu ir ed I nv en to ry

Sales -

800

per

Un i t C o o t
6. 0 0
5.00
8.00
19.0 0

Mat erial
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3,800
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0

I
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-
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EXHIBIT 1
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5. Let us take a look at the relationship between the two.

Reference to Exhibit 1 is appropriate here. Let us assume that we could
eliminate all idle or buffer inventories. How much inventory would we carry
for the productive operations only?
1. Since each operator can work on only one unit at a time, our lot size becomes
one. Under our 200 unit lot size, 199 units sit idle in the tote box while

we work on one unit.
2. Assuming average wages of $2 per hour and a labor cost of $5 per unit, our

production cycle is two and a half hours.
3. Since our sales are 800 per year, or three per day, we can process singly
without overlap. We only need to turn out one unit every two and two
thirds hours. Only one unit will be in work at one time.
4. The inventory investment, therefore, is the average value of one unit, or
$6 material plus half labor and overhead of $13, or a total of $12.50.
On the other hand, let us look at our actual situation. We are running this
item in lots of 200, which requires an investment of $1,200 for material, $1,000
for labor, and $1,600 for overhead. The chart shows a total cycle of twelve
weeks, two weeks for procurement of complete materials, six weeks for processing, and four weeks for finished stock. We must carry the investment in material
for the full twelve week period. We will carry an average investment of half
the labor and overhead during the processing cycle, and full labor and overhead
in finished stock. Our average investment is $2633 for the total cycle. By
normal standards, this inventory is not bad. With a cost of sales of 800 units
times $19 per unit, we are turning our inventory 5.8 times per year.
But our productive inventory is only $12.50, compared with normal total
inventory of $2633, or half of one per cent. Of course, it is impossible to
operate with a lot size of one, but we should recognize that practically all of
our inventory investment is non - productive. Stocks are sitting idle as shown on
Exhibit 2:
1. In the form of raw materials while waiting for complete deliveries from

vendors.
2. Between operations to insure full utilization of labor.
3. In the tote box next to the machine while the operator is working on one

unit.
4. In the warehouse waiting for a customer's order to come in.
JULY, 1957
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F o u r T yp e s of N on - Pro duct ive Inve ntories
1.

R a w m a t e r i a l s wa i t i n g f o r c o m p l e t e d e l i v e r i e s f r o m v e n d o r s or t o
i n s u re co nt in uo us flo w in to pro du ct i on .

2.

B e t we e n o p e r at i o n s to in s u r e f u l l ut il iz at io n of l ab or an d to co m p e n sat e for i mbal ance be t we e n ope rat i on ra t e s .

3.

I n t o t e b oxe s ne xt to e a c h m a c h i n e w h i l e o p e r a t o r i s wo r ki n g on one
uni t at a t i m e . ( Lo t si z e )

4.

I n war e h o u s e wait in g fo r a c u s t o m e r ' s o r d e r t o co m e in.

EXHIBIT 2

EXHIBIT 3
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To whatever extent we can improve the balance between productive and nonproductive inventory without causing other problems, we can reduce our investment. Our next job is to attack the four types of buffer stocks.
Determination of Finished Goods Inventory
We should start with examination of finished goods because:
I. This is our most costly inventory and2. The extent to which we decide to protect ourselves against production variations in
finished stock will affect some of our decisions in regard to in- process inventories.

Our finished stock is normally composed of two pieces, as shown on Exhibit 3:
I. A minimum protective stock.
2. A variable portion which moves up and down as a result of sales and production.

The variable portion of this inventory is entirely the result of the size of the
lot to be produced. This depends upon the economics of manufacture which
we will discuss later on. Establishment of our finished inventory policy concerns
itself primarily with the protective minimum. This minimum is designed to
protect us against:
I. Shortages in deliveries from the factory.
2. Delays in deliveries from the factory.
3. Sales in excess of predicted volume.
a. Total volume of business underestimated.
b. Temporary variations in individual items as a result of erratic consumption.

These three possibilities are all concerned with the danger of running out of
stock. Our problem, then, is to arrive at a minimum protective stock which
combines the risk and cost of running out of stock and the cost of carrying
inventory, to yield the lowest overall cost to the company.
To solve this problem, we can refer to a number of exact mathematical
formulas in published texts. However, each of these formulas must be carefully examined to determine its applicability to our particular situation. Each
of these formulas requires the insertion of data which must be estimated and
with respect to which the possibility of error in estimating is large. Let us,
therefore, set aside consideration of the more scientific approaches for a later
date, as a refinement step to be applied after the major gains in inventory planning have been obtained by simpler means. At this time, let us lay out the
basic thinking which underlies both the scientific and non - scientific approaches
to this problem.
Exhibit 4 shows a typical item on which we have made some simple calculations. The top section of the chart plots weekly actual stock positions for the
past year. Normally, the scale at the left of such a plotting would be in units
JULY, 1957
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E v a l u a t i o n o f t h e c o s t o f "S t o c k - O u t s "
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EXHIBIT 4

or dollars of finished inventory. The line labeled $4,000 would be the zero or
no -stock point, and any stock position below that line would represent back
orders. Since we are trying to determine how large our protective minimum
should be, I have inverted the left hand scale to show the effect of establishing
m i n i m u m s of $ 1 , 0 0 0 , $ 2 ,0 0 0 , $ 3 ,0 0 0 , $ 4 , 0 0 0 o r $ 5 , 0 0 0 . T h e r i g h t h a n d n u m -

bers show the number of times we will run out of stock under the various
minimums. Our present minimum of $4,000 will give us good customer service,
in that only once last year did we run into a back -order situation. To give 100
1460
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per cent service, we would have to increase our minimum to $5,000. On the
other hand, if we cut our minimum to $3,000, we will run out four times.
If we cut to $2,000, we may expect to run out eleven times. Finally, if we cut
to $1,000, we can expect to run out twenty-six times. The setting of this line
depends upon the service needs and competitive situation of your particular
business.
We can, however, evaluate the finished stock protective minimum on an
economic basis if we can place a cost or penalty on running out of stock.
Perhaps this can be done as shown in the second section of Exhibit 4. Every
time we run out of this item, we must expedite and make special rush shipment
to the customer at a cost of, say, $2 per item. If we run out too many times,
we can expect cancellation of the order by the customer with a loss of profit
of $15. If our service gets worse, we may either lose whole accounts or, at least,
become a secondary source of supply to our customers. Let us put in $100 as
the profit on $1,000 worth of business which might go to our competitors.
As a result, we have a cost of running out of service at various levels of protective stock. Although this cost is less as we increase our minimums, the higher
inventory investment costs us money as our financial officer pointed out earlier.
The third section of Exhibit 4 shows the inventory carrying costs at a ten per
cent rate. We can add the cost of running out and the cost of carrying inventory, as we have done in the bottom section of Exhibit 4, and find that our
lowest total cost is at the $3,000 level. Economically, therefore, we should
reduce our protective minimum to $3,000 on this item, even though we may
run a greater risk of run -outs.
If this procedure seems too long to apply to the many items which we carry
in stock, let me propose that:
1. Wesamplesome of our volume items andsome of our slow- moving items.
2. We sample some of our expensiveitemsandsome of our cheap items.
3. We sample some items where service is very critical and some where service is not so
important.
4. From such samples, we can establish basic policies to apply to other groups of items not
studied.

After we have completed this program, if we wish, we can proceed to refine
our planning by the use of mathematical formulas. There are two additional
considerations which will be picked up at that time, which are missing from
our first simplified approach:
1. We have considered the number of times we might run out of stock under
various inventory levels but have not considered the length of time we are
out in each instance. We might be able to run out of stock a larger number
JULY, 1957
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of times if we recover quickly and ship within a few days, without a serious
penalty. On the other hand, we might lose customer good -will if we ran
out only once but the duration of the poor service lasted for several weeks.
2.

The evaluation of the cost of out -of- service should consider the combination
of all company inventories which can cause pyramiding. If, for example,
we consider each inventory separately, we may decide:
a. We need one month's stock in the hands of our distributors or branch
stocks to take care of sales fluctuations.
b. We need two weeks inventory in factory warehouses to absorb the variances in orders from our distribution.
c. We need one month's stock in- process to cover excessive requirements
from the warehouse.
d. We need two weeks' raw material to absorb variations in deliveries from
vendors.

Overall, our consolidated company has covered a single sales requirement with
a total of three months' inventory. Perhaps the cost of this inventory is not
justified by the chance that all of these inventories will run out at the same time,
and a customer will have to wait. If we have good stocks out at distribution
and good raw material stocks, perhaps we do not need a factory warehouse or
in- process inventory.
We can leave our appraisal of the role of "finished" inventories in balancing
sales and production, with the following summarization:
I. The accuracy of the detailed sales forecast is of critical importance, and your sales
organization must work constantly to improve the techniques of forecasting.
2. A +tack first your volume items where inventory swings have a significant effect on in-

vestment and service.
3. Start with a simple approach to the problem, leaving the more complex mathematical
formulas for subsequent refinement.
4. Measure, by historical data, the amplitude and duration of fluctuations in inventory due
to variations in sales demands, and variations in factory oufput.
S. Establish your economic minimums by balancing the cost of "run- outs" and cost of
inventory for lowest overall cost.

Planning In- Process Inventories
Earlier in our discussion we observed that in- process inventories consist of two
different types of stock:
I. The production lots which are moving through the factory.
2. Buffer or protective stocks which are held in between the stages of operation,
1462
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The amount of inventory which we require for our production lots is a matter
of economic determination and will affect our finished inventories as well as
our in- process, in that the production lot represents the variable portion of
finished stocks at the time of delivery.
The buffer or protective stocks in between operations are non - productive and
therefore should be minimized as far as possible. Some buffer stocks will be
required, however, if we are to stabilize our direct labor and our production.
The size of the buffer stock depends upon the three principal variables which
disturb normal stabilization:
I. Imbalance in the productive rate between operations.
2. Variations in sales mix.
3. Production stoppage resulting from absenteeism and machine breakdown.

These buffer stocks may either be on the floor next to the machine or in our
in- process stock rooms.
The science of economic lot size has been perfected to a high degree so that
many published formulas are available for your use. Your selection of the
particular formula which you should use depends upon the economic factors in
your own particular cost and volume situation. Some formulas are very simple
and can be used effectively where the value of product is relatively low and
where setup costs are nominal. More complicated formulas should be used
where you are concerned with high -value material and /or high setup costs.
All of these formulas use certain common principles as a base. Basically,
they balance the cost of carrying inventory against the cost of setting up to run
each lot, to give you the lowest overall economical cost. Instead of taking time
at this point to discuss economic lot size formulas and their derivation, it might
be more valuable for me to give you some of our observations on the use of
such formulas.
1.

Fairly early in your experimentation with lot size formulas, you will plot
some total cost curves, starting with low volume where setup costs per unit
are excessive, continuing past the economic point to high volume where
inventory carrying costs are excessive. Your economic conditions may result
in very shallow curves or very steep curves. If you find your cost curves are
steep, it will be worthwhile for you to make extensive applications of economic lot size formulas with most of the refinements suggested by the
experts. This type of situation will lend itself to a computer application.
On the other hand, if your cost curve is shallow, you will find the simpler
formulas adequate and will find it necessary only to test your lot sizes on a
sampling basis by dividing your items into logical groups.
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2. It is our opinion that the economic lot size formulas are not very usable
when applied to complicated assemblies consisting of a large number of
parts. In such cases, your economic lot size is a combination of uneconomical lots on each individual part and is, therefore, a compromise among
many wrong answers. Each part has its own economic lot size since its
setup and unit value differ from every other part. We would recommend
that the formulas be applied to parts only and that your assemblies be
planned on a consumption basis. To test this suggestion, you may wish to
compute the economic lot on your assemblies, in which case you will probably find extremely shallow curves.

will

3. We suggest that economic lot size formulas are not practical where your
volumes are very small. In such cases, your answer will indicate production
lots equaling one, two, three or more years' stock at one time. Here your
risk of obsolescence from style or deterioration increases substantially and
setting of this factor in the formula becomes somewhat arbitrary. Further,
the working capital required to finance inventories of this size may be impractical from a financial standpoint. This means that you
probably set
lower lot sizes even though your setup costs may make these lots appear to
be somewhat uneconomical.

5.

We recommend that
case of finished stock.

you

4. We suggest that you sample -test your principal items which represent your
highest investment, highest volume, and /or highest setup cost. In most
cases you will be able to develop a pattern which will permit you to develop
lot -size policy without going through the work of determining the economic
lot size on each and every part.
attack your big money items first, just as in the

6. Lastly, we believe you will find that the application of economic lot size
formulas will save you money both on setup and in inventory investment.
You will not of course save money in both ways on any one item, but you
will probably find that your investment on a substantial number of items
will be lower and that your setup on a different group of items will be lower.
The buffer or protective stock which is necessary between operations is like
your finished stock minimum in that it is designed to protect you against operating variables. It, too, can be approached scientifically and the determination is
essentially a balance between inventory investment and the risk of run -outs at
subsequent operations. We have mentioned the principal factors which will
cause such run -outs and must now weigh the cost of these variables against the
1464
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investment required to protect against them and, therefore, stabilize labor. The
calculation of the inventory investment is simple and requires no comment. The
calculation of the risk of run -outs should include an evaluation of such items as:
I. Payments to labor for delay time or standby.
2. Cost of idle equipment which would include both depreciation and loss of profit during
the time when equipment is idle.
3. Any subsequent overtime extra which may be necessary to make up for lost time in
subsequent operations.
4. Fixed charges, such as supervision, which continue during shut -down periods.

Fortunately, it is not necessary to evaluate imponderables, such as the cost of
running out of service and the loss of customer good -will, which are required
in the case of finished stock minimums. The factors mentioned can be priced
quite accurately if you will take the time to gather your facts.
We suggest that you make a preliminary determination of the size of your
buffer stocks based on the factors mentioned and then attack the reasons for the
operating variables before making your final determination. Since these stocks
are entirely non - productive, it is desirable to reduce them to an absolute minimum. You may wish to examine the following possibilities, all of which would
contribute to reduction of buffer stocks:
I. Speed the flow of work between operations since buffers are largely the result of time
loss. This is a problem of queuing and, by moving goods immediately upon completion
to the next operation, you reduce the total time of any subsequent delay.
2. Consider the elimination of in- process stock rooms and storage of goods on the floor,
since movement in and out of stockrooms also costs time.
3. Consider moving goods through operations on one setup, without waiting for completion
of the full economic lot. It may be that an economic lot consists of 10 tote boxes, each
one of which can be moved separately as long as all 20 are fed through the operation
without delay before setup is changed.
4. Consider utility help to combat absenteeism.
5. Machine loading will substantially aid you in covering machine breakdowns and absenteeism by permitting you to quickly re -route through other equipment whenever stoppage
occurs.
b. A maintenance and repair crew available for emergency work without regular assignment may be less costly than delays occuring from machine breakdown. Such crews can
be put on repair work at any time of day or night to substantially shorten the time
duration of the stoppage.

After you have taken all reasonable steps to minimize the variables requiring
buffer stocks, you can recalculate the cost of stoppage in relation to inventory
investment and make your final determination of the size and location of protective inventories.
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Planning Raw Material Inventory
We carry raw material inventories for two major purposes:
1.

To insure a continuous flow of work into the factory, so that we need not
pay for delays in production which might arise from variations in vendor
deliveries. Vendors may be unreliable both in time of delivery and in the
quantity delivered and, without a certain basic raw material inventory, our
production would be interrupted.

2. So that the most economic lots can be placed in work at one time and
processed through manufacturing in the shortest possible cycle. This requires
that all materials for a particular production unit be assembled together in
raw stores before starting work.
We noted earlier that this shortening of the manufacturing cycle permits
lower finished inventories due to shorter replacement cycle. Since raw material
inventories involve less investment than finished inventory, we should obviously
take advantage of this reduction in finished stock by providing enough materials
to lay out full economic lots.
As a first step to a raw material inventory program, we suggest that you
divide your raw materials into certain groups:
1.

Sort your items by volume to isolate items involving the largest dollar
investment. You might typically find that twenty per cent of your items
give you eighty per cent of your volume. Obviously, it makes good sense to
exercise careful control over this twenty per cent and lesser control over
the smaller items. This step will also permit you to make initial in -roads
into your raw material inventory problems by selecting certain items for
immediate attack rather than waiting until a system can be developed
which will adequately control all items.

2.

Divide your raw stores between regular items and specials. By regular
items, we mean not only materials which are used on more than one part or
product but also items which may only be used on one product but will be
used on a continuing basis for some years to come. Special items are those
which are used on only one product and which are ordered for each production lot. These may involve a substantial obsolescence risk, which should
be taken into consideration in deciding how much to order and how much
to carry.

There is a popular misconception that raw material inventories must be adequate to cover the replacement cycle from a vendor. This is not true. More
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important is the matter of reliability of the vendor's delivery. For example, we
may be using a whole carload of a certain material each week and if our vendor
is very reliable in delivering this car each week, we need have no more than
one car on hand at a time. In such cases, a more important determination is the
lead time required for ordering so that we order in accordance with the vendor
cycle. This lead time may be a matter of many months, but our inventory may
be a matter of a few weeks.
In addition to the reliability of vendor deliveries, we must, of course, consider
price breaks in establishing the amount to be ordered, as well as the amount to
be drawn by production at any one time. If our economic production lot
amounts to two months' supply, we must order two months' supply as a minimum and scheduled delivery prior to the scheduled release date to the factory.
The approach to raw stores inventory is essentially the same as finished and
in- process goods. Once again, we must weigh the cost of carrying inventory
versus the cost of run -outs in the factory:
I. Analyze your big dollar items.
2. Calculate your economic factory lot size. Use this as your preliminary ordering quantity.
3. Examine the vendor's price break schedules to determine the economics of increasing
your preliminary ordering quantity. Calculate the savings resulting from the lower price
vs, the cost of carrying the extra inventory, as a percentage. If this percentage is above
twenty -five, increase your ordering quantity, for your return on your investment will be
satisfactory.
4. Now freeze your final ordering quantity and schedule your deliveries according to the
reliability of the vendor's cycle.

You may find it worthwhile to classify your vendors as to the reliability of
their deliveries into A, B and C groups. Normally we should buy from A
vendors wherever price and other items are the same. If you find it necessary
to order from B and C vendors, you will wish to carry an extra minimum to
cover delays in delivery. These minimums will be separate from your determination of your ordering quantity and will be carried on a continuous basis.
The minimum which you establish will be a balance between the cost of
maximum delay in delivery (that is, the penalty which you will pay if you do
not start your production lot on schedule) versus the inventory carrying cost on
the minimum. The cost of the vendor delay factor in your equation is principally the extra finished inventory which you will have to carry to cover the
maximum possible cycle. How much extra inventory you must carry is dependent
upon the service requirement of your business, as we discussed earlier. If you
find that your service requirements are such that you have protected yourself
against maximum delays by increasing your finished stock minimums, then you
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may avoid carrying raw material minimums in addition. Such duplication would
be unnecessary pyramiding of investment. However, always bear in mind that
raw stock is much cheaper than finished stock and, if your customer service will
permit, you will be wiser to protect yourself against vendor delays in your raw
material inventory rather than in finished stock.
Contribution of the Accountant
Having examined the way in which an inventory program is developed by
the operating divisions, we now come to the role of the Accountant in coordinating and administering the program. This must usually be done in dollars
as the common denominator of all inventories and, therefore, the first job of
the accountant is to convert the operating plans from units to dollars. Further,
we have seen that the operating plans represent an integrated program and,
therefore, our dollar reflection of the program must be carefully integrated.
Essentially, the job of the accountant breaks itself into two parts:
I. Pre - planning of inventory requirements, through budgeting, to coordinate budgeted
sales and production plans.
2. Control, involving the measurement of actual performance against pre- planned goals
and recommendations for adjustment.

Practically all companies today budget sales and direct labor in advance of
operations. Too many companies, however, fail to budget inventories, feeling
that there are too many factors affecting inventories which will cause substantial variances from plan to make budgeting of inventories worthwhile. I
believe that, if our sales forecast and our production plans are carefully developed, the inventory budget can be established with a surprising degree of
accuracy and will be very important in measuring performance during the year.
Exhibit 5 shows a typical example of pre - planning inventories according to
one relatively simple method. You will note that this example pre -plans the
three major segments of inventory: finished goods, work -in- process, and raw
materials, and integrates the three into a plan showing required inventory increases and decreases, material expenditures and direct labor requirements. It :s
important to establish your inventory requirements by the three segments, since
the adjustment in finished goods inventory will affect your factory load which,
in turn, serves as a base for your in- process inventories. Your production load
determines your raw material requirement. The inventories, of course, are
priced on the basis of standard cost including material, labor and overhead,
since this is the most common method of evaluation. It will also permit measurement of inventory turns based on costs of sales.
It is not necessary to project your inventories into production plans by each
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EXHIBIT 5

individual item in your line unless you are fortunate enough to have relatively
few items. If your line is complex, it is advisable to group your products by
type of market served, to make your forecasting job easier. I would suggest not
more than twenty or twenty-five major groups of products. This would give
you sixty to sixty-five individual inventory projections which can be handled but
will give sufficient detail to pin -point control.
One of the advantages of forecasting your inventories in this manner is that
it forces executive decision on open questions in advance. You will find it
impossible to complete your inventory planning until operating executives have
decided:
I. The degree of service required to meet competition.
2. The amount of working capital which will be made available for inventories, based on
your budgeted level of business.
3. Policy regarding the placement of inventories in finished goods, work -in- process or raw
material categories.
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4. The extent to which the operating line will insist on labor stabilization or will permit
changes in the labor load during the year.

Pre - planning of your inventory program will also clearly indicate areas for
action by the operating organization prior to the operating period:
I. It will clearly show the areas where excessive inventory exists and reductions are required.
2. It will show your surplus finished goods which may require special sell -off programs.
3. It will greatly aid your factory people in the placement of labor in spots where inventories are inadequate to meet demands.

By pin - pointing the areas requiring executive decision and the areas requiring
action by the line, your pre - planning will substantially aid your successful
operation. Your organization can take action to place your operations on a
sound basis before the problems resulting from out -of- balance conditions, grow
to an emergency basis.
After your inventory plans are complete, I recommend that you publish
complete data showing this pre - planning. This data should be sorted by executive responsibility so that each man in the organization knows specifically what
action he must take to adjust operations to the pre - planning. Your inventory
plans should show your beginning and ending inventories, as well as the planned
monthly increases and decreases by type of product and type of inventory. The
monthly increases and decreases should reflect seasonal increases and decreases
in addition to your actual program for adjusting your inventory levels. In other
words, it is not sufficient merely to divide your annual increase or decrease by
twelve, if you have seasonal sales which will draw out more heavily in one part
of the year than in the other. Unless the seasonals are reflected in your inventory spread, examination of actual inventory conditions during the year may
fool you into thinking the inventory is too high or too low, when in reality it
may be exactly in line with seasonal requirements.
If your plants are geographically separated or if your finished goods warehouse is isolated from your factory, it would be wise also to publish your data
separately for each major control area. Usually this is an automatic result of
segregation by type of product and /or executive responsibility. If it is not
automatically done, however, I recommend it to you as an extra split. Finally,
your published plans should clearly identify the base which will be used for
performance measurement. If it is planned to measure your operating people
on the basis of dollar investment in inventory, then your dollar reports will
suffice; if, on the other hand, you plan to measure your operating people based
on inventory turnover, it is important to add columns to your inventory budget
which will reflect the required turnover for each area, for each type of product,
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and for each type of inventory. It would be wise to set turnover as your base
for measurement, since this is the truest reflection of how well you are using
the dollars invested by the owners in inventory. As sales fluctuate from forecast,
we must move our inventory up or down to maintain proper return on investment, even though our dollar investment in inventory may be in line with dollar
budgets. If we have done our pre - planning carefully and published our inventory budgets in detail, the problem of performance measurement is relatively
simple. Our job is to publish, monthly, actual performance against pre - planned
goals. It is recommended that this actual be related to the monthly goal and
the accumulative to date be plotted against the accumulative goal. As in the
case of our pre - planning, this performance measurement should be done in
whatever detail we have determined necessary to gain satisfactory operating
control, i.e., by type of product, by type of inventory, by area, by executive
responsibility.
In addition to publishing performance measurement data, I believe that the
accountant has a real responsibility to interpret the data and pin -point necessary
corrective action for the line. I suggest that you publish a covering report
referring to your inventory schedules, pointing out where variances from plans
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have occurred, and indicate the reasons for these variances. For instance, sales
have been running under the budget, the mix of product within product group
has changed from original forecast, we have spent more productive labor than
we expected to, or our actual costs are at variance with our planned costs. Be
specific in your recommendations regarding necessary corrective action. You
have the ability to take the inventory variances and actually calculate necessary
adjustments in direct labor to bring production back in balance with sales.
Further, you can specifically point out where we have failed to carry out decisions made at the beginning of the year regarding sell -offs of surplus goods or
build -ups in inventory where sales are increasing, etc. Exhibit 6 illustrates the
type of calculations you can make to adjust production and inventories where
variances from original planning have occurred. This chart compares hypothetical actual results with the planning developed on Exhibit 5. The purpose
of this chart is to illustrate how you can reduce all variances to direct labor
dollars. Obviously, unless labor dollars are kept in line with sales levels, you
will soon be out of control on inventory.
In making your adjustments, you must first compensate for variances which
have already occurred. In our example, sales have exceeded expectations by
27,000 units. These units have been drawn out of inventory beyond plans and,
therefore, we must spend $54,000 more to replace them. Somewhat offsetting
this over -sale is the fact that we over -spent our direct labor by $18,000.
However, a portion of this over - spending was excess cost as reflected by our
actual labor cost of $2.05 versus $2.00. The $559,000 labor spending can be
reduced to $545,000 to remove this excess cost variation and give us an
effective labor level $4,000 above schedule. We can reduce our future spending
by this amount.
On the assumption that our costs will continue to run higher than normal,
we must provide $14,000 more labor to cover our excess. The total net labor
adjustment for sale variance, labor variance and cost variance is $64,000 or
11.8 per cent of plans.
A further increase in labor spending might be required if the sales department anticipates a continuation of orders at a rate above the forecast 300,000
units. Our example assumes a return to normal level in the next quarter.
Summary
I believe we can summarize the subject of coordinating sales and production
through inventory control by the following points:
1.

The objectives of the sales, factory and financial segments of our organiza-
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tion are usually in conflict when it comes to the questions of how much
inventory should be carried and what our operating plans should be.
2.

Inventories are the principal tool of management for coordinating and
reconciling these varying points of view.

3. Inventories are your principal working asset in that they earn a return for
the stockholders when they are delivered to the customer, whereas buildings,
equipment and other assets do not. The extent to which we can use our
investment in inventories most effectively in promoting the sale of our
product and stabilizing our factory cost, will have a real effect on our
earning statement.
4. The planning and control of inventories is not a one -man job (although it
may be coordinated by a single individual) but affects every segment of
the business. It is important, therefore, that all operating executives be in
on inventory planning and share in the responsibility for the effective use
of working capital invested.
The accountant can aid in the development of inventory planning by
making many of the calculations on turn -over, economic lot size, purchase
quantities, etc., which must be used as a basis for developing inventory
budgets.
5. Inventory planning should be detailed sufficiently to permit the pin - pointing
of executive action in advance of the period and the pin - pointing of executive responsibility for performance. It should be sufficiently detailed so that
each executive can take corrective action quickly without becoming involved
in further analytical work to pin -point trouble areas.
6. Actual performance against plan should be published regularly in the same
detail as the original budgets and should clearly indicate the basis on which
each executive is measured.
7. The accountant can aid further in interpreting inventory reports and developing the specific actions which should be taken, such as adjustments in
direct labor spending or the direction of increased selling efforts.
8. The use of inventories in reconciling sales and production is a team job
involving all divisions of the company, and the accountant, although he
does not take action directly, has a key role in pointing the way for the
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Anticipating The Impact of Electronic Data
Processing on All Levels of Management
by HOWARD I. HOLLANDER
Manager, Methods Department, National Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio

data processing is the latest development in the
T long history of efforts to mechanize
data flow and office clerical routines.
HE AD V E N T O F ELE CT RON I C

In their day, the introduction of the typewriter, adding machine, cash register,
desk calculator, accounting machine, and punched card systems were all revolutionary in their impact on the formerly well- entrenched techniques. However,
all of these devices were merely mechanized extensions of a manual concept,
since they were basically tools for printing, calculating and totaling.
It is a virtual certainty that future business historians will relate all data
handling developments to the pre - electronic or post - electronic era. This division
is significant because, unlike all earlier devices, electronic data processors represent an entirely new concept of data - management relations. For the first time,
a technique is available for automatically implementing routine top management
decisions. It is now possible to accomplish this without the dilution of misconception and bias frequently injected by minor supervision. Properly instructed,
electronic data processors will tirelessly make an endless number of logical
decisions provided they are capable of being mathematically expressed or are
of a "yes -no" type. As a result, every facet of an organization touched by record type data may be properly expected to react according to the pre - planned policies of
top management, since these decisions are implicit in any data processor program.
A mere reiteration of the many well -known advantages of digital electronic
data processors would be redundant at this time. There is available a rapidly
expanding library of texts, treatises and articles covering the nature of the
equipment, programming techniques and case histories of successful installations.
On the other hand, there appears to be a dearth of material emphasizing the
impact of electronic technology on all levels of management, as opposed to that
on routine data flow. The following attempts to fill some of the voids.
Considering the Sociological Factors
There is growing apprehension that the total automation concept inherent
in electronic data processors bears within itself the latent seed of vast economic
upheaval among the white collar class of our society. As the number of electronic
installations increases, the old cliche about the need to "protect our society against
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the encroachment of technological unemployment" will be heard with increasing
frequency and fervor. Let us examine the facts.
An objective survey of the actual history of the progress of mechanization in
industry leaves no doubt that such fears are absolutely unfounded. There is a
wealth of evidence to prove that exactly the opposite is true. Mechanization
has invariably multiplied man's productive output. This creates vast requirements for additional manpower. Inevitably, these exceed many times the relatively minor employment dislocations they have engendered. Automation,
whether in the plant or in the office, is merely a further extension of mechanization principles. It is basically the substitution of a more sophisticated level
of mechanization for human effort, particularly in the area of repetitive processing and predetermined routine decision- making.
A perfect example of anticipating the necessity for automation was the development of the dial telephone some thirty-eight years ago. It is seldom realized
that, without dial telephones, there would not be enough women in the entire
United States between the ages of twenty and forty -five to manually handle the
present -day volume of phone calls. Furthermore, automation has created a labor
market for over three times as many phone company employees today as there
were when the first dial phone system was installed. This was brought about
largely through improvement of phone service and proportionately lower rates.
There is every reason to believe that the extension of automation principles
to the area of data handling will exactly parallel the classic pattern of automation
in other fields. In the not too distant future, it is reasonable to assume, the
reservoir of marginal white collar workers, such as file clerks, order checkers
and other routine data processors will be virtually as extinct as the once
prevalent housemaid. Data automation is our only hope of filling the gap that
will be left by this rapidly diminishing class of semi - skilled white collar workers.
Failure to plan now for this eventuality might conceivably result in a virtual
paralysis of our present -day business concepts.
Furthermore, a more sophisticated insight into the latent capabilities of
digital electronic data processors will inevitably open up now undreamed of
employment opportunities. In the future, white collar personnel will be utilized
essentially to obtain the maximum profitable output from the finest of all
computers —the human mind.
Electronics Versus Conventional Equipment
The earliest applications of electronic computers were made in the realm of
science. From these scientific computers evolved digital electronic data processors
specifically applicable to business problems. These are vastly different in nature
JULY, 1957
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from their scientific counterparts. There remained, however, a natural tendency
to carry over the philosophies of the scientific computer into the business data
processor field. The scientific computer, in both design and application, places
primary emphasis on relatively low input and output coupled with a high
degree of sophisticated mathematics, table look -ups and logic. This is at direct
variance with the requirements of a business type data processor.
For the latter, the emphasis must be on an extremely high input, relatively
high output, frequent access to the memory, considerable file housekeeping,
and a relatively elementary type of mathematics and logic. As a result, the
necessity for automation of input is equal to that of the data processor itself.
Among the most prominent of the available input automation techniques are
punched cards, punched paper tape and magnetic tape. The future holds bright
promise for the extension of this automation philosophy through the techniques
of magnetic encoding of original documents and direct character recognition
of the printed contents of the document itself. It is most important that all
areas of data generation and transmission be explored concurrently with that
of the potential data processor installation itself.
It is not possible to realistically assess the full potential of electronics without
relating it to the over -all data flow. Once again, this emphasizes the necessity
of an organization -wide approach to the total problem. Specifically, every possible document generation point should be mechanized. Furthermore, this
mechanization should occur as close as possible to the point of data origin. In
every case, a maximum effort should be made to capture system input as an
automatic by- product of the creation of other necessary records.
From the above, it is self- evident that conventional punched card and electromechanical accounting equipment have not been obsoleted. Rather, we may
expect an evolutionary change in the emphasis on their varied capabilities from
that of producers of end -item data to automated means of electronic data processor input. Recognition of the fact that the processor, proper, is only one of the
links in the over -all data chain is the keystone upon which rests a potentially
successful electronic installation.
Making the Basic Decisions
To paraphrase the immortal words of Shakespeare, "to automate or not to
automate, that is the question ". Obviously, the first step in answering this
question is to make a thorough appraisal of existing data handling requirements. All too frequently, this might lead to a realistic conclusion that an
improved version of conventional data processing equipment offers the most
profitable solution. This is especially true where present and anticipated data
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volume offers, at best, only marginal justification for the capabilities of electronic
data processing. It is instances such as these that test the business acumen of
management, since it is definitely not "fashionable" today to resist electronics.
Misapplied, electronic data processing techniques frequently involve exhorbitant expenditures with a consequent unjustified indictment of the entire art.
Under proper conditions and with a justifiable data volume, electronics offers
exciting posibilities for tremendous savings and vastly expanded vistas of automated management control. In arriving at this basic decision, it is imperative
that the following requirements be truly understood and realistically evaluated
at the outset:
1. Critically evaluate the various types of equipment. As in all other fields of
endeavor, the prospective purchaser is confronted with a multiplicity of product
choices. Once an affirmative decision has been reached regarding electronic data
processing, all available equipment should be subject to the closest possible
scrutiny. Special emphasis should be given the user's particular requirements.
All electronic data processors offered by reputable manufacturers are reliable and
will live up to published specifications. Essentially, a single model made by a
particular manufacturer will best fulfill the anticipated advantages of electronic
data processing for a specific company. Failure to properly identify this
particular equipment must inevitably result in disatisfaction. Too sophisticated
a system for the problem requirements will result in exhorbitant stand -by
costs. On the other hand, a sub - minimal system will result in failure of required data output and management control reporting.

Recognize restrictions against random policy or procedural changes.
All of our present data handling methods, including the most comprehensive
punched card installations, require considerable human intervention in the overall flow. As a result, there is ample opportunity to interject random policy or
procedural modifications whenever expediency or management whim dictates.
The very fact that electronic data processors substitute a high degree of automation for human clerical effort virtually eliminates these human decision points.
As a result, unplanned policy changes completely disrupt all system output
and will involve tremendous re- programming costs. On the other hand, pre planned modifications, regardless of their complexity, are handled far more
expeditiously than could possibly be accomplished with the best conventional
2.

equipment.
3. Modify traditional data content and flow to fit the requirements of electronic data processing. One of the basic criteria of good product design is
the constant consideration of the most efficient fabrication techniques. So
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powerful is this influence that our entire basic concept of industrial product
styling has been unconsciously conditioned by it. In the interests of efficient
production, no single increment of any highly competitive mass - produced
product contains any unnecessary embellishment or ornamentation. Although not
often thought of as such, data is a competitive mass - produced product. Therefore, the designer must reckon with every facet of the over -all data production
and flow as well as with the ultimate end -use.
A willingness on the part of management to accept reasonable departure from
well- entrenched data concepts in order to best fit the special requirements of
electronic data processors might well be the criteria that tips the scale in favor of
profitable data automation.
4. Evaluate Economic justification. Without doubt, one of the most perplexing problems facing the potential user of electronics is a realistic evaluation
of ultimate expectations. In other words, should the decision be based solely on
the possibility of an early economic "pay -out" on existing applications? Or
should the justification be predicated on the potential ability to implement more
sophisticated programs? An example of the purely economic approach would
be that of replacing existing equipment with an electronic data processing system
based solely on its ability to produce payroll records more efficiently than at
present. The other side of the coin is exemplified by a favorable decision based
solely on the ability of electronics to successfully resolve problems in the operations research area. For example, optimum inventory leveling, production
line balancing, "make" versus "buy," optimum warehouse locations, etc.
It is suggested that a more rational feasibility determination must include
both the anticipated routine data "pay -out" as well as a realistic assessment of
justification for operations research. This justification must be based solely on
which (if any) of the possible areas of operations research are capable of making
a real contribution toward corporate profit - making ability. If the answer is
"none", any temptation to justify electronics because of its operations research
ability must be courageously resisted. On the other hand, if investigation proves
that the answer is "yes ", this potential ability must be assigned a realistic monetary value. This value now becomes one of the elements in the following
formula designed to assist in making a realistic feasibility study:
7
Is
( C M + COR,) — OR, < PDN
W h e r e C M _ Proportionate Share of Electronic Data
Processing Cost
CORD
Proportionate Share of Electronic Operations
Research Cost
OR . _ Estimated Value of Operations Research Data
PDP. = Present Data Processing Cost
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The following example is illustrative of the conclusions to be reached from this formula:
200,000

7

Reducing this formula results in the following:
Total Electronic System Cost
(600,000 -l- 300,000)

900,000

Less Value of Operations Research

750,000

Net Electronic System Cost

150,000

Present Data Procession System Cost

200,000

Annual Savings

50,000

It is evident from the above that, in this instance, installation of an electronic
data processing system would effect this $50,000 annual saving, even though the
cost of processing purely routine data ( $ 6 0 0 , 0 0 0 — $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 ) is $400,000 more
than at present. Stated in another manner, it may be concluded that a condition
favorable to electronic data processing exists whenever the proposed total systems
cost minus the projected savings accruing from operations research is less than
the cost of the present data processing system.
Required Organizational Structure
The present -day concept of dynamic company leadership stems largely from
tradition. The pattern is all too well -known to bear repetition at this time.
From messenger boy to company president via the shipping department, assembly line and plant managership in thirty short years admirably supports the
Horatio Alger myth. On the other hand, from first vice president to president
in one short year through marriage to the chairman of the board's daughter is
always evocative of a smile. Neither of these routes particularly well prepares
the senior officer for a realistic appraisal of the type of company organization
best suited to this, the dawn of the post - electronic era. In neither of the above
cases has he been conditioned by training and broad experience to aggressively
promote a staff concept of top management, as opposed to the more conventional
line concept.
This is not meant to imply that only the scientifically trained, career type of
top operating officer is capable of successfully piloting his organization through
the ramifications of an automated business structure. It will be prudent, however, to examine the reasons why the more conventional management organization has been outmoded in the light of electronics and integrated data processing. Tomorrow's president and all of his management group must learn to
live and work in a new and different environment, perhaps even a new and
different relationship to each other and to their business.
Implicit in this new automation philosophy are the following fundamental
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concepts. They will bring about great changes in traditional business practices
and conventional company organizations:
I. Every essential piece of useful management information will be captured at the point
of routine data generation.
2. All data processing and transmission will be accomplished with little or no human intervention and at hitherto unbelievable speed.
3. All necessary management control information will be applied as an automatic on -line
by- product of the normal data handling.
4. Provision will be implicit in the system for a maximum of automated logical decision making.

It is immediately apparent from the above that the type of top management
vision required to plan for such a technique must transcend the limitations
imposed by conventional lines of authority. All branches of the organization
must share equal responsibility for objectively assessing the relative importance
of all phases of the proposed operation. This must be done in the light of
compatibility with the best over -all interests of the company and without regard
to individual vertical areas of responsibility. This will include careful scrutiny
of all data content, assignment of data generation areas, reduction in redundancy
of reports, elimination of purely ego- building records, etc.
Most important of all is a willingness to modify or express all routine company policy so that it is capable of automated implementation. It would be
naive to assume that all managerial problems will be magically solved by merely
substituting a staff for a line concept of top management. Also, it has been
truly said that, "The most effective means of replacing progress with indecision
and inertia is to appoint a committee." It is not to be inferred that staff and
committee types of management are synonymous. Staff type management, in
its relation to integrated data processing, may be likened to a corporate supreme
court. It is not necessarily charged with the responsibility of legislating the
requirements but, rather, of passing judgment on proposed alternatives.
This must be done with a mutual understanding of the best over -all interests
of the company. The rights of individual members to cast dissenting votes
must be recognized. However, in all instances, the majority must prevail. This
raises an interesting question as to who will "legislate" total system requirements within a staff organizational structure. It is proposed that this new
philosophy has generated the need for a heretofore unnecessary member of the
top management staff group. Regardless of his title (which might be administrative vice president) some of his responsibilities, among others, will include
the following:
I. Administration, but not creation, of over -all company policies, particularly in those areas
where line responsibilities cross or conflict. In such a capacity, it is possible to relieve
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the top senior officer of the time - consuming and unrewarding necessity of resolving
internal strife.
2. Evaluation of significant system changes in the light of their effect on profit- making
potential. Because of lack of line responsibilities in this area, it is possible to arrive at
clinically detached conclusions.
3. Over -all direct responsibility for maximum integration of all data processing. This
includes the selection of logical areas for automation of off -line data generation. Examples
are (a)
order origination,
ticket and
requisition
preparation,
(c) shipping
document
preparation,(b (d)time
purchase
ordermaterial
initiation,
(e) receiving
report
preparation, (f) revenue and disbursement control, etc.
4. Direct line responsibility for the operation of the central computing center (or centers),
internal staff training, quantity, quality and time - phasing of all required data output.
5. Provision of staff assistance to line officers in the administration of their assigned
responsibilities. In this relation, a much needed service can be performed in the predominant area of infra- department, as opposed to total system, data processing requirements.

It was stated earlier, and is reaffirmed, that data must be considered as a
highly specialized product. They represent the arterial system of a business
organization. Only through centralized authority will it be possible to maximize the inherent capabilities of electronic data processors and, at the same
time, minimize the possibility of future dissatisfaction with the results.
Impact On Various Levels of Management
Let us assume that the proper organizational concept already exists and that
an intelligent selection of the right size and type of data processor has been
made. Assume furthermore that intensive investigation has outlined the proper
areas of data automation. Once such a system is functioning, what will be the
expected impact on the various levels of management? Naturally, this will differ
with the degree of total automation and the particular level of management
concerned. The following is an attempt to accurately forecast the effect of
expected median conditions.
Top management consists of all top senior officers of the corporation. Individually and as a group, it is their responsibility to provide the type of policy
environment compatible with profitable utilization of integrated data techniques
and associated electronic data processors. The degree of success attained will
be in direct proportion to the recognition given by this group to the following:
1. Cost of Random Expedient High - Level Policy Changes Affecting Basic
Procedures. A practice of constant policy vacillation will result in total system
failure. The results are identical with those which would occur in the manufacturing division if major departments were constantly relocated with no
thought given to the effect on production. In either case, significant changes
affecting output must be pre - planned, and time - phased to achieve maximum
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results at minimum cost. Failure to reckon with management whim and whimsy
can extract an intolerable price.
2. Courage to Alter Traditional Methods and Policies When the Need Dictates. This is probably one of the most difficult psychological barriers to hurdle.
Company traditions somehow take on a hallowed concept all out of proportion
to present -day realities. It is incumbent upon top management to subject every
"sacred cow" to the most careful scrutiny. Those that are innocuous should, by
all means, be retained for sentimental reasons. However, any that interfere
with highly profitable data automation should be ruthlessly altered.
3. Willingness to Modify Existing Organizational Responsibilities When
Necessary. Frequently, organizational responsibilities, like Topsy, "just growed."
Many times they are the outgrowth of an expedient solution to personnel problems that no longer exist. Failure to recognize the administrative effect of
revised points of data generation frequently leads to conflict and duplication of
reponsibilities. Many times all that is required to resolve the problem is a
little straightening of the organizational boundaries or trading of various
phases of supervisional authority. In any event, such affirmative action should
be taken as is necessary to insure efficient administration. All organizational
conflicts must be resolved in the light of what is right, not who is right.
4. Emphasize Top Management Control by Exception. Of course, in order to
implement such a program, management must be well aware of what to "except
from." This presupposes that effective use is already being made of such
management tools as operating and forecast budgets, plant loading schedules,
production control, market research and other well - established techniques. The
automation of such programs will free top management from the constant
tyranny of minor decision - making.
One of the fundamental characteristics of electronic data processors is their
ability to monitor the relative importance of exceptions from an expected
norm. Suitably programmed, these exceptions will be routed to the appropriate
management level. Only those requiring top level action will come to the
attention of top level management. As a result, senior officers will gain the
much needed time to think and plan for the best over -all top policies of the
company.
Line management means all levels of management approximating supervisors
and superintendents in stature. Their relationship to automated data processing
is less profound but much more personal than that of the top management.
As a result, they will be confronted with a different set of adjustments to
snake. Among these are:
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1. Willingness to Participate in Impending Changes. There is a significant
difference between the results obtained by reluctant compliance and those generated by active cooperative participation. The responsibilities of line management are not discharged by a mere tacit acceptance of a contemplated change.
Such an attitude is quickly transmitted to all subordinate levels, with a resulting
deterioration of anticipated results. It is to this group that top management
must look for a realistic appraisal of the effects of a potential change in policy
or procedure on corporate profits.

Ability to Resolve Interdepartment Differences. While internal strife
cannot be condoned under any conditions, its effect in the light of a highly automated data system is nothing short of disastrous. In the past, because of
well- compartmented organizational responsibilities, about the worst effect of
friction between various departments or divisions would be useless and costly
data duplication. On the other hand, any attempt to parallel integrated data
flow with duplicate off -line systems would result in intolerable costs and total
disruption of data time - phasing. The solution lies in an enlightened comprehension by line management of the fact that data are a common denominator
of the entire company. As a result, each participant must subordinate his personal tendencies toward empire building and pride of authorship to the mutual
benefit of all concerned. Only in this atmosphere will it be possible to profitably allocate responsibilities, evaluate relative importance of data content, and
realistically resolve time - phasing conflicts.
2.

3. Appreciate the Necessity of Obtaining a Rudimentary Understanding of
Electronic Data Processing. It is a basic premise that we fear only that which
we do not understand. All too frequently, the resistance of line management
to an impending electronic data processing installation stems from this inward
fear rather than from any valid objections to the proposed system. It may be
stated categorically that it is not necessary for this group to involve itself with
the details of construction, logic, programming, or operational phases of the
equipment. In fact, marginal knowledge in these areas frequently leads to self styled experts unhampered by any real understanding of the subject. What is
required, however, is adequate comprehension of the basic differences in data
generation and flow that will result from the substitution of electronic storage
of invisible images on magnetic tapes and cores for the more conventional
ledgers, statements and interpreted punched cards.
Financial management includes treasurers, controllers, general accountants,
factory accountants, internal auditors, etc. As a group they represent an important segment of line management and, hence, are subject to all of the criteria
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of that group. In addition, because of their generally intimate and special
contact with the electronic data processor, they will be confronted with the
following further responsibilities.
1. Recognize Service Aspects of Accounting Data. There is a popular misconception that all accounting records, hence all accounting personnel, are
merely a form of overhead and should be summarily dealt with in that light.
The total error in such a concept hardly justifies clarification at this time. It is
just possible, however, that in certain instances, representatives of financial
management inadvertently lend support to this contention. It must be constantly
borne in mind that accounting data are generated largely as a service function
for use by other areas of the organization. For example, cost records are not an
end -use in themselves. They are tools to assist the manufacturing division in
the successful implementation of their responsibilities.
So, too, sales statistics, budgets, engineering cost controls, etc., are created
solely for the benefit of other divisions of the company. As a result, the administrators of the generation, modification and reduction of data must be constantly alert to the requirements of the ultimate user. Frequently, this end -use
requirement is in conflict with the optimum method of data creation. When
this occurs, it is mandatory that due consideration be given to the valid end -use
requirements, regardless of the difficulties involved in data processing.
2. Suppress the Urge to Over- Report. One of the dangers inherent in electronic data processing is the seeming ease with which a virtually endless avalanche of figure -facts can be produced. There is no dispute about the physical
capabilities of this type of equipment to create records at hitherto unbelievable
speeds. A note of caution is indicated with respect to possible misuse of this
ability. This is particularly true in the area of control reporting. A simple
arithmetical calculation will support this admonition. A six- hundred - line -aminute printer (classified today as a medium speed printer) is capable of
creating over five hundred feet of printed information per hour.
The total inability of members of management to even read such mass data
output, much less take definitive action based thereon is self- evident. It must be
constantly borne in mind that, while electronics has revolutionized data output
speeds, nothing has been, or ever can be done to effect a corresponding speedup
of human comprehension. The high speed output capabilities of electronic data
processors should be regarded in much the same light as horsepower in a car- wonderful for the open highway of mass routine data production but not
practical for use on the winding city streets of management control reporting.
3. Revise Traditional Audit Philosophy. Probably the internal audit staff will
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be more profoundly affected by integrated data processing than any other area
of financial responsibility. The public accounting fraternity will obviously be
equally affected. However, adequate recognition of the requirements is already
well under way in that profession. In the initial planning stages for an electronic installation, a delicate balance must be maintained between tendencies to
over - emphasis the need for continuous detail data audit on the one hand and
failure to preserve adequate audit "trails" on the other.
Generally speaking, this balance is best obtained by a clear separation of the
system planning and audit responsibilities. Naturally, both groups must be
fully aware of the problems and objectives of each other and must work together
in the closest of harmony. However, the internal audit staff should reserve
official judgment until a finalized proposal is made by the systems division.
The former will then be in a better position to approach an effective audit
evaluation with "clean hands ". When this is not the case, the audit staff will be
placed in the untenable position of critically evaluating its own efforts.
In assessing the audit implications of an electronic data processing system,
mature judgment indicates the necessity of substituting a comprehensive audit of
all source documents and their original translation into automated form for
endless detail print -outs. This input data audit, coupled with approval of the
basic system concept, provides the auditor with the main framework for his
audit program. Under such a philosophy, a minimum of costly and time -consuming purely protective print -outs will provide maximum assurance of the
accuracy of the total system.
The most effective auditor in the post - electronic era will possess a keen ability
to evaluate his relationship to the over -all corporate profit - making potential.
A Glimpse Into the Future
It might seem presumptuous at this time to attempt to forecast the probable
future of so young and lusty an infant as the electronic data processor and its
associated philosophy of integrated data processing. Indeed, much still remains
to be accomplished before it is possible to realistically assess even its present
capabilities. On the other hand, failure to aggressively plan now for a far
wider basic concept of data integration will inevitably result in the future need
for an extremely costly revision of most of our present day practices.
The present state of the electronic art can be linked to that facing municipal
planners of a generation ago. Their failure to fully appreciate and plan for the
impact of the automobile upon our society, has left us with a legacy of patchwork roads. Each community sought solely to implement its own immediate
needs with little or no thought given to the tremendous implications of possible
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future inter -city travel. As a result, today we are faced with the necessity of
virtually scrapping our present inadequate highway system. Fabulous expenditures must be made for planned super highways to correct this shortsightedness
on the part of our predecessors.
On the other hand, our railroads afford us an example of far- sighted planning.
Many years ago, the Association of American Railroads was created to standardize all factors affecting interchangeability of rolling stock between railroads.
This includes such common denominators as track gauge, brake equipment, types
and heights of couplers, bridge clearances, etc. Lack of such standardization
would have a tremendous impact on our entire economy, since it would be necessary to unload and reload all railroad shipments at each interchange point.
It should be noted that none of these efforts toward standardization in any way
affected the ability of individual railroads to express their preference as to the
kind, shape and operating characteristics of their own rolling stock.
Pursuing both of these analogies a little further, we of the business world
are presented with a golden opportunity to prepare for the ultimate in electronic
data processing provided we are foresighted enough to plan now for inter -city
"data super highways" and interchangeability of "data rolling stock ". The
keystone on which such an approach rests is the early establishment of at least
industry-wide data standards. Ultimately (therefore, why not now ?) these common standards should be enlarged to encompass all business, government and
industry. The most effective method of implementing such a comprehensive
program implies aggressive action on the part of trade and manufacturing
associations, accounting societies and the like. It is not to be inferred from the
above that total regimentation is necessary or even desirable. A plea is made,
however, for an enlargement of the "common data language" concept to embrace
all business, government and industry.
Let us explore more fully some of the promising implications in such a larger
concept of data integration:
1. Reduce Cost of

Electronic Data Processor Installations. Although not

often recognized in advance, one of the major expenditures involved in the use
of electronic data processors is the preparatory cost. Many times, the investment
in this phase approximates the cost of the equipment itself. Included are such
direct charges as the salaries of a sizable staff working over a considerable period
on preparatory phases. This includes feasibility studies, system modification, flow
charting, training for programming, actual programming, coding and "debugging" of programs, etc. In addition, a significant increment of the price of
an electronic data processor (whether rented or purchased) is occasioned by the
considerable cost to the manufacturer of furnishing systems engineering assist14 86
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ante to the prospective user. It is evident that a radical reduction in both of
these costs can be effected through the adoption of over -all data standards.
Once these are realized, it will be feasible for the equipment manufacturers
to maintain complete libraries of pre- tested programs covering all types of standard business applications. Furthermore, great latitude for variation in these programs will be possible through maintenance of extensive sub - routine libraries.
In this manner the greatest number of data processor users may be provided with
the widest choice of programs at a minimum of cost. An additional advantage
will accrue from a radical reduction in time between a top management decision
to investigate electronics and the profitable installation of a data processor.
It is noteworthy that, at present, this time is measured in man -years of survey
and planning effort.
2. Adopt Cooperative Data Processing Centers.

A well - recognized facet of

modern business is the participation of smaller companies in cooperative associations. This pooling of effort provides all of the advantages of mass
purchasing, distribution, advertising, etc. Underlying this concept is a willingness of the participants to submerge their individual economic idiosyncrasies
in favor of the necessary standardized policies and practices. It is proposed
that similar advantages would accrue to smaller enterprises through the creation
of cooperative electronic data processing centers. It is self - evident that such
an approach would be practical only if all members adopted uniform standards
of data content and output requirements. Recordwise, this principle will provide
the marginal user with all of the inherent advantages of electronic data processing at a price that he can afford.
3. Facilitates Use of Service Centers. Almost from their inception, service
centers featuring scientific -type electronic computers have enjoyed a waiting
list of clients anxious for an allotment of computer time. So far as is known,
no such enthusiasm is evident for the servicing of business type data. A very
logical explanation exists for this difference. Scientific problems are generally
of the 'one- shot" type. Furthermore, the parameters of the problem are well
defined, hence lend themselves to forthright programming techniques. In addition, it is comparatively simple to assess the relative costs of a computer versus
a conventional solution to the problem.
A somewhat different but equally compelling reason exists when a computer
offers the only practical way to solve the problem. At present, the extremely
high cost of surveying, programming and coding an electronic data processor
for a relatively low- volume application is not economically justifiable. The
adoption of universal data standards would immediately resolve all of these
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difficulties. Once again, libraries of pre- tested programs and sub - routines would
virtually eliminate all but the hourly charges for actual processing time. In
this fashion, service centers would be able to render all of the advantages of
electronic data processing to organizations too small to possibly profit therefrom
in any other manner.
4. Integrate with Government Agencies. There is an old bromide to the
effect that "There is nothing certain in life but death and taxes ". Disregarding
the first allegation as being outside of the province of electronic data processing,
each passing year gives added impetus to the importance of efficiently accounting
for taxes. Consider for a moment only that phase of tax reporting associated
with payrolls. Quarterly, in the case of social security, and annually, in the case
of withholding taxes, every corporate entity must laboriously prepare detailed
hard copy tax reports on virtually every wage earner in the land. Upon receipt,
the affected government agencies must re- transcribe this Niagara of detailed
information in order to incorporate it into their record - keeping systems.
Is it not reasonable to assume that most of these present -day problems can be
resolved through increased utilization of electronic data processors and the
adoption of universal data standards? On that happy day, all corporate taxes
may be reported directly via copies of the actual magnetic tapes used in the
creation of the data. It is of historic importance to note that this practice already
bears limited government approval in the case of social security tax reporting.
5. Revolutionize Vendor - Vendee Data Relations. Our present concept of the
record - keeping necessity to account for the sale of products and services has
remained basically unchanged since the dawn of double entry bookkeeping.
Essentially, one copy of an invoice becomes the source of the vendor's accounts
receivable. The original transmitted copy of the same invoice becomes the
source of the vendee's accounts payable. The institution of common data
standards offers two exciting prospects. The first of these would be the ability
to directly transmit data between the parties to the transaction via magnetic or
punched paper tape. The second and more profound possibility closely parallels
a technique adopted by the banking fraternity many years ago — namely the
institution of local clearing houses and regional Federal Reserve Banks for the
efficient interchange of financial transactions.
Once common data standards are a fact, the implementation of a similar
program for business transactions becomes relatively simple. All corporate
entities would be assigned code numbers approximating the Federal Reserve
numbers used by banks. Tape duplicates of the vendor's charges would be
transmitted directly to regional centers, instead of to the vendee. Here, high
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speed electronic data processors would sort all entries by both vendor and
vendee numbers. Those within the region would be directly stored and accumulated. Those outside of the region would be transmitted over a network
system to the appropriate regions. Periodically each corporate entity would
receive a statement from its regional center. It would be completely itemized,
listing all transactions affecting both accounts receivable and accounts payable.
A single settlement with each company — either remittance or disbursement depending upon conditions —would replace all of the countless millions of daily
hard copy transactions presently required to accomplish this result.
It is true that some or possibly all of these prognostications may lie some
distance in the future. It is equally true, however, that without forward planever come to fruition. In conclusion, it will be
ning now, none of them
well to remember that a ceiling will always remain on the full potential of
electronic data processing as long as the philosophy of data integration is confined to the boundaries of individual corporate entities. Let us hasten the day
when these shackles will be broken and the lusty young infant in our midst
truly becomes the obedient servant of business, industry and government.
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Accomplishments To Date in
Electronic Data Processing
by V. C. WILSON
Auditor of Manufacturing, Motor Truck Division, International Harvester Company, Chicago, Illinois

MOTOR TRUCK Division of the International Harvester Company installed
T HEa large
-scale computer (IBM 705) in May, 1956. This step was the result
of a study conducted by divisional staff to determine the potential ability of the
equipment and the extent that it could be utilized in serving the divisional needs.
This division of our company is administratively an autonomous operation,
since we engineer, manufacture and sell our own products. We operate four
manufacturing plants, located in Indiana, Ohio, and California. In addition,
we maintain fifty-two district offices, one hundred seventy -three branch houses
and ninety-three retail stores throughout the country for sales and service. We
also control a company -owned subsidiary plant located in Connecticut, engaged
in the manufacture of special truck bodies and truck assembly. From these
statistics it is evident that our operational requirements involve virtually all types
of clerical functions pertaining to almost any business.
Like other concerns operating in a highly competitive field, the preparation
and analysis of the data necessary for our operational needs had assumed such
magnitude that, in some cases, it tended to become a limiting factor in our ability
to produce. Moreover, merely increasing clerical staffs alone would not have
provided the answer, since the volume and speed required was such that it is
highly doubtful if sufficient manpower could have been assembled for that
purpose. Because of this limitation, it was impossible to fully exploit vital data,
available in basic form, in sufficient time to assist management in the making of
many important decisions.
Attention to Office Methods Kept Us on the Alert
Conscious of these inadequacies in our operation, we have for years maintained
a continuing study of office methods, in order to improve our techniques where it
was feasible to do so. Even though much improvement occurred as the result
of mechanizing many functional operations, we still were unable to attain the
speed in the correlation of data that was necessary for our purpose.
Therefore, when the large -scale computer became available for commercial
application, we recognized in it a possible means to accomplish objectives that
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seemed so unattainable before. Due to the tremendous speed of this equipment,
it appeared that information formerly requiring days and even weeks to prepare,
might now be made available in hours and even minutes. Also, by virtue of
the equipment's memory ability, it appeared to offer the possibility of relating
one function to another, utilizing basic information in an integrated program
serving many purposes, and thus minimizing the costly and time - consuming
operation of duplicating records for the different usages.
At that time, the only computers in actual operation were used largely for
technical applications and the available experience offered little or no assistance
for our guidance. A few other large concerns were likewise undertaking studies,
but, so far as we could determine, there was no established pattern indicative
which to approach the subject. Furthermore, there apof the best manner
peared to be conflicting schools of thought regarding the practical applicability
of this new medium and the benefits it offered. Fortunately, either because of
our ignorance of the subject or because we were realists, we did not let the
aura of glamor and mystery associated with the electronic hardware confuse our
thinking. Our practice always has been to carefully determine the data necessary
for the operation of our business and then develop our methods and procedures
around those needs, rather than be influenced by techniques.
Initial Studies In the Inventory Area
As our situation was particularly acute in the forecasting of material requirements and the control of inventories at the manufacturing operations, we were
naturally interested in determining to what extent a large -scale computer could
overcome our limitations in the processing of data.
One condition favorable for our purpose was the fact we had mechanized
as many of our factory office functions as practical, on tabulating equipment.
As a matter of fact, there were two sizable tabulating installations at each of
our Fort Wayne, Indiana, and Springfield, Ohio plants. In establishing those
installations, the procedures effected had been very carefully studied and reviewed and, consequently, any operations either handled or affected by tabulating
procedures had undergone a series of refinements. These refinements were not
necessarily made for tabulating purposes but could have, to a considerable extent,
been equally effective for a manual system. The program charting preliminary
to the tabulating conversion only served to focus attention on practices which
could be improved.
Acting on the belief we could adequately survey our needs with company
personnel familiar with the detailed requirements of our business, we selected
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two managerial employees fully acquainted with the functional operations of our
manufacturing plants, to undertake a preliminary study. To facilitate this study
they reported directly to the top divisional management. The speed we have since
accomplished in expanding our program appears to justify this organizational
arrangement, as it seems evident that merely to select capable operating people
will accomplish little unless there is a clear channel to the appropriate management level for necessary decisions and overall planning.
The two individuals selected for this purpose were first enrolled in a four week technical training school provided by the equipment manufacturer, to
acquaint them with the programming requirements of the equipment. Upon
completion of this training course, they were assigned to study the practicality
of transferring the various functions then performed by tabulating methods to
a large -scale computer and to appraise the economic benefits. This study was
restricted to a straight functional basis of the operations then on punched card
equipment, without regard to other possibilities the electronic data processing
equipment had to offer.
The findings indicated we could justify a large -scale computer in the inventory
area alone and, consequently, we did not concern ourselves in evaluating smaller
equipment of lesser flexibility and potential.
Encouraged by this result, our investigation was expanded to consider functions of a related nature handled on a manual basis and to determine the
extent that the operations as a whole could potentially be integrated. During
this survey, no attempt was made to complete any program detail other than on
a sampling basis necessary to assure the practicability of the application.
A comprehensive report was prepared for review by our top company
management, outlining in general our operating problems and limitations and
setting forth the premise that, by adopting electronic data processing into our
operations, we could not only overcome many of our present deficiencies but
could also develop statistical data of a nature hitherto unavailable and which
would be most advantageous and profitable for our business. We also acquainted
top management personnel with the nature of the equipment and its technical
operation and alerted them to the fact that a sizable investment would be
necessary for air conditioning and humidity control equipment to accommodate
this operation.
Management Approval for Program Development
Our management recognized the potential benefits of this new technique
and, in May, 1954, approved our proceeding with the program. This was a
gesture of confidence in this new development, for it constituted, not only
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approval of a technique of wide ramification still unproven by usual standards
but one requiring a sizable investment to install. However, such confidence
as this is necessary at the top level, if a program of this magnitude is to succeed.
After receiving this approval, our next step was to expand our electronic
data processing staff to include other full time analysts selected from various
managerial positions. These people were chosen specifically on the basis of
their ability and experience, thus creating a managerial team which collectively
was well acquainted with all phases of the manufacturing operations to be
programmed. They were trained in the technical requirements of the equipment
in a course conducted by our initial survey team.
We also were faced with the problem of determining the most advantageous
location for our electronic operation. After studying the potential machine load
of the operations to be served and the requirements of the equipment, it was
decided to construct a special building for this purpose at Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
The manufacturing plants located at Indianapolis, Indiana, and Springfield,
Ohio, were equipped with transceiver equipment for prompt accessibility to the
electronic data processing.
Planning, Staffing, and Operating the Programming Function
Our next consideration was to determine the best manner in which to approach
the development of the actual program. Even though our particular installation
will ultimately be used as a service center for the handling of data for our sales
outlets, it was decided to give attention first to our manufacturing needs, since
that area seemed most pressing.
Therefore, we first determined the overall flow of data at the plant level,
its origin, the usages made of it, and the termination points. Oddly enough,
a general chart of a manufacturing operation assumes, roughly, the shape of a
tree when laid out with respect to the various departmental activities in relation
to the flow of data. The initial data that actually triggers the entire operation,
and representing the top of the tree, is the sales requirement from which the
production schedules are established. This information then, gradually, is
expanded into branch activity, such as purchasing data, manpower requirements,
machine loading, etc. It then passes into another layer of activities, such as
production records, payrolls, invoicing records, etc., and ultimately contracts into
the corporate records.
By means of a detailed operational diagram, we established the sequential
relationships, points of supplementary input data, common usage points, etc., of
the same activities. Thus, we had before us a complete picture with respect to
our ultimate objective of a fully- integrated program at the manufacturing level.
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In view of the fact that much of the present data processing was performed
mechanically at our Ft. Wayne and Springfield plants, and that there were still
large areas being handled manually, it became readily obvious that the detailed
program would have to be developed in segments, even though objectively
pointed to our ultimate goal.
Consequently, when our additional analysts completed their training in August,
1954, we immediately assigned ten people to the task of programming our major
tabulating functions for conversion to the electronic data processing equipment.
Their instructions were to design the programs so far as possible utilizing the
same source data, controls, etc., as used for the tabulating procedures, even
though we realized that, at a later date, it would no doubt be necessary to
make many revisions as all programs were merged into the integrated program.
These instructions were qualified, however, to the extent that the programming
staff should incorporate into the programs any functions then being performed
manually, providing they were directly related to the activity and would not
substantially delay the development.
There was a two -fold reason for choosing functions already on tabulating
equipment as the first area for conversion. First, the two major factors of
material procurement and payroll information necessary as the anchorage points
of our program were already mechanized and in punched card form. Secondly,
the mechanized functions, being fully diagrammed in detail, were more readily
adaptable in the shortest period of time. A third reason also considered, although
not the controlling factor, was the immediate benefit to be derived in partly
offsetting the cost of operating the electronic data processing equipment through
the reduction in the rental of tabulating equipment idled by the transfer of
functions.
Fortunately, both our Ft. Wayne and Springfield Works were mechanized
in almost identical fashion. This greatly simplified our development, even
though the detail requirements differed in some respects. Our Indianapolis
Works, however, had no tabulating installation and its procedures handled on a
manual basis were, in many cases, based on entirely different concepts than
procedures in the other two plants. Thus, in addition to providing for the
Indianapolis Works requirements in our electronic data processing program,
it was necessary to convert some of its procedures to punched card techniques
before we could effectively perform its operations at the center. Because our
procedures were so well - defined at the other two plants, this transition took
place under the guidance of two trained analysts located at Indianapolis and
caused no delay to our program.
Basically, the major functions being performed mechanically at the time we
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began developing our program were material forecasting (at the major component level), calculating material requirements (at the part number level and
raw materials), payrolls (managerial excepted), product costing, and product
invoicing. In addition, there were many related functions of lesser importance,
e.g., periodic reports, annual closing calculations, monthly profit and loss calculations, etc., also being handled mechanically.
In the belief that we could progress faster by working the analysts in teams
of two to each project, we paired them in such fashion that their backgrounds
and experience were of a different nature, so as to maintain a balanced reasoning. This arrangement proved very beneficial and, in fact, resulted in the
elimination of certain operations which had been previously considered highly
essential.
On the basis of this pairing, we assigned the initial projects of payrolls,
calculating material requirements, vendors' releases (preparation of shipping
releases on vendors) and product costing. The additional program development
for stock status, progress report (or built records), forecasting and line - stocking
lists were assigned to the analysts located at our Ft. Wayne and Springfield
Works. In no instance did the programming studies overlap, even though they
are prepared in such manner that they will dovetail into each other where
related sequentially. Thus, it is the responsibility of each team of analysts to
develop its electronic data processing program in such a manner that it will
adequately process similar data for each of the three manufacturing operations.
Obviously, it is no small chore to align the practices of three separate and
distinct plant operations which are under separate managements, so that they
can all be served by the same program instructions. Yet this is highly essential
if the most efficient usage of the electronic equipment is to be attained. This
point well illustrates the importance of operating the electronic data processing
equipment as an independent unit where multiple operations are being served,
and with a clear channel to a higher level of authority when differences must
be resolved to the best interests of the company.

The Payroll Operation First In Application
Our payroll operation was the first program placed on the equipment after
its release for our use in June, 1956. Prior to that time, we had made certain
test runs of this and other of the programs on the manufacturer's equipment
located in New York, to satisfy ourselves that the program theory was accurate.
However, as we later learned, it is one thing to theorize that all facets are
provided for in the program and another to find, in actual practice, many details
and conditions cropping up, which were not anticipated.
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Our particular payroll application covers virtually all types of wage calculations possible, ranging from individual incentives, pool earnings of various
sorts, hourly rates, to straight weekly salaries. This is further complicated by
an hourly allowance paid piece- workers over and above their incentive earnings.
In the case of one plant, this is determined partly on a cents - pet -hour basis
and the remainder on a percentage basis to earnings. Then, of course, we
have the usual payroll deductions for employee plans, e.g., taxes (consisting
of federal, state and even city withholding), etc. To complete the complications, our labor contract provides for seven paid holidays and a graduated
vacation plan which, in the case of incentive workers, is paid at rates calculated
from their composite earnings. We felt "we had it" in this program.
In initiating our payroll operation at the center, we started with only the
factory payroll of our Ft. Wayne works. It was our theory it is better to learn
to crawl and do a thorough job before trying to run. Even so, it took us approximately eight weeks from the start of our parallel run until we were satisfied
all the "bugs" were eliminated. We next assumed our Indianapolis factory
roll, first on a parallel basis and then on a full basis after approximately three
weeks. From then on, we progressed rapidly to the full program. The processing procedure includes the entire payroll function, starting with the source data
as compiled by the departmental timekeepers. We perform all the calculations
and hand the results back to the individual plants as finished data, inclusive
of complete labor distribution analysis, payroll registers and the individual payroll draft for each employee for wages or salary due.
We are calculating both factory and salary payrolls from one program,
with appropriate sub - routines for each. At a later date, however, we plan on
having a separate program for salary payrolls, to take full advantage of constant
data available at the center, and to require only the operations to report changes
thereto. The salary payrolls being processed include all non - managerial
employees at our three manufacturing plants plus the managerial rolls for two
plants. The other work's managerial roll will be added at a future date.
To accomplish our complete payroll calculation for approximately 13,000
employees, we are using, in all, 9,000 individual instructions to the main frame.
The running time, has, of course, been reduced in similar ratio as the calculating
speed of the IBM 705 exceeds that of the conventional tabulating equipment.
More important, however, is the speed gained in finalizing the various reports
and analyses particularly those required for budgetary controls. Another substantial benefit is the elimination of the considerable card volume necessary for
historical data and government reports.
As an interesting sidelight, we were concerned in our planning stage with
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the potential risk that might be incurred in the transportation of printed payroll
drafts from the center to the plants, even though they were unsigned. The
bursting and signing was still to remain the responsibility of each works, as
they already possessed the automatic equipment to perform this operation. We
were also faced with the possibility of maintaining a separate stock of draft
forms for each plant, due to each having its location, bank name, and bank
number previously imprinted on the form. Such an arrangement would have
necessitated reloading the printer for each work's roll.
We resolved this particular situation by revising the printed draft form to
eliminate the name of the works, the bank name, and number, thereby creating
a standard form which could be used for all the payrolls. On the other hand,
we devised a new signature plate for the bursters at the plant operations, so that
they now not only burst and sign the drafts but also imprint simultaneously the
name of the operation, the bank name and number. Hence, it would be a virtual
impossibility to validate the drafts through forgery as they leave the center.
In addition to the services mentioned previously, we maintain all updated
cumulative earning records at the center in magnetic tape form, from which we
prepare state and federal reports, W -2 forms, etc.
In establishing this operation, we have, of course, incorporated many internal
controls into the program instructions to assure the accuracy and completeness
of the computations. These are accomplished in many ways, such as reconciling
to the employee's claimed wages, zero balancing, cross footings, etc. This is a
very important facet in setting up a new procedure and the programmer must
evaluate this condition from the standpoint of his ability to establish adequate
counter - checks and controls within the programming steps or arrange for
manual checks before or after the data is fed into the equipment. This same
evaluation is necessary in every program study and is one of the requirements
that dictates the use for this important work of the best talent available.
Availability of data for audit purposes is another consideration of importance.
This may appear rather incongruous when one considers that the major
benefit of the equipment is to assimilate detail and arrive at the objective with a
minimum of output detail. On the other hand, the social security regulations
in particular are rather specific regarding the requirements placed on the
employer to preserve necessary payroll data for auditing purposes. Likewise,
both internal and public auditing requirements must be anticipated.
In weighing these requirements in our program planning, we came to
the conclusion that, rather than try to anticipate the particular type of information which might be needed, it would probably, be more economical and expediJULY, 1957
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ent to retain vital source data and reproduce intermediate information as
required.
A good example of our technique is our manner of handling payroll data.
The basic data originates with the timekeeper's records. This information is
converted into punched card form at the plant level and then reproduced through
the transceiver equipment to the electronic data processing center for processing.
The source data remains at the plant level and can be retained indefinitely.
Hence, if occasion demands, it can be brought forth, reprocessed through the
electronic data processing equipment, or manually recalculated to verify the
adequacy of our procedure. In addition, the weekly payroll registers exhibit
updated earnings information and become a permanent file for serving many
purposes, such as unemployment insurance data reference, etc. Thus, we feel
that by retaining the ability to recreate data, we are amply protected in that
respect without going to the expense of producing detailed analyses which may
never be required.

The Materials Requirements Program
The calculation of material requirements at our plants was another of our
initial programs. This project also created a complexity with respect to establishing a composite bill -of- material file that would not only serve for the scheduling of material requirements but could also be used for product costing, line
stocking, etc. To clarify our problem, we should explain, perhaps, that product
specifications necessary for our manufacturing purposes actually fall into four
groups, namely, the initial design release to the production planning stage, the
specifications released through planning for material provision, the current production specifications and, finally, the historical or superseded specifications that
must be retained for production costing purposes.
Our situation is certainly not unusual or peculiar, but it did pose a knotty
situation in attempting to combine the file maintenance so that information
could be properly identified for the different usages. Even on a manual basis,
this problem has always existed to the extent that specifications had to be
properly identified for the different data needs.
After this file maintenance problem was solved, the preparation of the remainder of the program for the determination of material component requirements was relatively simple. This calculation is accomplished by exploding and
interpreting quantity requirements of major components established through
our forecasting procedure, into the individual part number requirements. This
information is then divided between purchased and raw material classification.
In the case of parts manufactured in our plants from raw materials, the indi1498
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vidual requirements are summarized according to the type, analysis, etc., of the
raw material used.
At this point, our vendors' shipping order release program will take over.
Fortunately for our plans and even though we deal with several thousand
suppliers, most of our purchases are made on contractual arrangement with
respect to prices, terms, etc. Moreover, instead of issuing individual purchase
orders each time material is needed, we operate instead under a blanket purchase
order arrangement and then periodically establish our commitments for lead
time authorization, fabrication and shipping release.
Thus, by continuing from one program to another, the requirements are
converted into a final printed authorization to the supplier. Under our prior
procedure the requirements were translated to a printed material requisition
form that was referred to the purchasing department for conversion to the
vendors' authorization form. In making this conversion, it was a manual job
to determine the source, give consideration to the requirements in relation to the
most advantageous price, etc. We found that, by reducing to formulas and
properly coding these considerations and by injecting certain contract information, we can electronically accomplish the same results.
This program is not in actual operation, but the program instructions have
been perfected and tested, formulas perfected for the various conditions, and
parallel work is going on at the present time for one plant only. As soon as
we are performing this operation for all of our plants successfully and perfect
a common code identification for all suppliers, we plan on combining the total
requirements into a package deal for each supplier as though it were one account
instead of three, since there are many common sources and part numbers. This
will give us maximum quantity basis for price benefit as well as enabling the
suppliers to better schedule their production. Distribution of shipments to the
various locations will be defined in the combined schedule release furnished to
the suppliers.
The calculation of material requirements became effective as an electronic
data processing program with our Springfield operations in November, 1956.
Since then, we have progressively assumed the same functions for our other two
plants. The use of the IBM 705 for this purpose has greatly expedited the
preparation of the data for prompter scheduling of materials. This is particularly beneficial in the processing of emergency schedule changes to speedily
alter the flow of incoming materials. Previously, the time required to make this
determination was a factor contributing to inflating the inventories. The operation will be an intermediate calculation in the ultimate integrated program, and
can then be accomplished with even greater speed and flexibility.
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Other Programs Operating or In Progress
Another major activity performed largely on tabulating equipment at our
Ft. Wayne and Springfield Works was the preparation of a daily production
progress report. This report reflects the aging of unfilled orders, the orders
filled in production accomplished that day, and related data. This information
is now acquired much sooner by virtue of the increased calculating speed and
is of more timely benefit for management control purposes.
The product costing program was another of our initial projects. Unfortunately, through no fault of the programmer, this operation has not yet been
transferred to our electronic data processing equipment. The program instructions, however, have been completed and satisfactorily tested for several months.
Certain technical difficulties not related to the electronic operation threw a
road -block to our time schedule, but these are rapidly being resolved and we
fully expect to be handling all our product costing on the electronic data processing equipment within the next two or three months.
Program instructions for the handling of accounts payable are presently
being developed and will follow as soon as practicable after the vendors'
shipping release program is fully operative. They are sequential operations in
our integrated program and much of the data required for the one is identical
for verifying the other. This is a fairly simple program to perfect and we
anticipate no difficulty in electronically auditing the invoices as to quantities,
prices, terms, etc., as well as automatically preparing the voucher checks for
payment on the appropriate due dates.
Another determination at our manufacturing level that is of tremendous importance to the control of our works' inventories is the forecasting of major
components needed to manufacture the anticipated sales demand. This situation
is particularly complicated by the many wheel -bases, types and gear ratios of
axles, transmissions, engines and especially the different tire sizes available for
each model truck we produce and sell. Thus, while we can reasonably forecast
our potential sales demand by general classification of our various truck sizes,
to determine the possible component make -up is another matter.
Past experience coupled with good judgment has been about the only measure
that could be used in the scheduling of purchased materials, in the hope it
would most nearly coincide with the sold -order requirements as they materialized. Naturally, the tendency under this type of operation is to protect our
ability to fill a customer's order in a minimum of time, thus resulting in an
inventory which may or may not show a rapid turnover. This condition was
further aggravated by our inability to screen incoming order requirements with
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our available stock in sufficient time to schedule material where it was not
available and still retain our ability to produce the truck by the required time.
Under our electronic data processing program, it is our plan to maintain a
stock status file against which all incoming order requirements will be checked
automatically within a twenty-four hour period after receipt, to determine the
exact status of the material required to build the order, that is, whether it is
available in the plant or on order. Hence, by exception, any material not available through our normal scheduling practice, can be ordered immediately.
Moreover, once an order for a truck is scheduled for production, we propose
to commit the component material so it will not influence the scheduling of
other truck orders.
Apart from the benefit of being able to serve our customers faster, we believe
this constant reconciliation of inventory to demand will enable us to carry less
stock of components that are of low demand or can be procured with a minimum of lead time. Also, by a monthly correlation of our order -bank requirements with our current stock inventories and firm commitments, we can more
readily control fabrication commitments on suppliers to a more realistic basis
with our actual requirements. Thus, by this rapid correlation of data we believe
it possible to effect a substantial reduction in our stores inventories. We are
also developing what we believe will be an improvement in our forecasting of
component requirements, by collating the estimates of our sales regions with
other available data.
Another benefit arising from the prompt determination of incoming machine
order requirements is the ability to immediately establish the approximate
manufacturing date. Based on this information, the electronic equipment will
be utilized in determining machine loading in the fabricating departments to
support the schedule of the assembly lines. These production requirements can,
by use of labor standards, be converted automatically into manpower requirements. Consequently, a departmental foreman not only will be supplied with a
coordinated production schedule, but we hope also to furnish him with a detailed
lising of the manpower that will be needed. This latter information alone will
relieve the departmental supervisor of many tedious hours of "guesstimating" his
manpower assignments.
By reducing inventories and with a better control of the flow of materials to
the assembly lines, we are hopeful of achieving a corresponding reduction in
the cost of handling materials as well as reducing warehousing costs. These
latter cost elements, as everyone knows, have assumed massive proportions in
recent years and, at best, can only be regulated as the inventories are controlled.
Another important function we have handled on tabulating equipment for
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several years is the invoicing of our truck shipments to our district offices.
While the invoices include our listed sales prices, we do not establish the charge outs from the factories on a dollar and cents basis. Instead, we maintain property accountability by quantities and code identifications. By this means, we
automatically established, in punched card form, a detailed identification of our
field inventories by district locations. As each truck unit is sold, a copy of the
sales invoice is returned to the originating plant and becomes the basis for
reducing the inventory accountability and increasing the sales records. From
these punched card records, we calculate monthly our field inventory valuations
and determine our cost of sales for operational reports.
This operation is so designed that it is readily adaptable to the electronic
data processing equipment and, as a matter of fact, will ultimately become part
of our integrated program, even to the extent that much of the information
now specifically punched into cards will be drawn from data established by
prior activity.
We purposely by- passed this activity originally, as we foresaw greater
possibilities in the usage of the data when processed through our electronic
equipment. This study is now being made and we plan on having the function
on electronics by November 1, 1957. In our electronic data processing program,
we will accomplish all results now being attained. In addition, we are planning
to furnish each of our district sales offices with a periodic analysis of our total
United States stock inventory, with pertinent information for each model truck
and its location. This is now impossible to prepare in sufficient time and
should prove of considerable value to our sales force in effecting bettter movement of our inventory stock to meet sales demand more efficiently. Moreover,
our new procedure will also permit us to eliminate the punching of thousands
of cards each month. The same information with respect to sales and inventory
can also, by electronic data processing methods, be utilized for the preparation
of various other reports and purposes, such as sales analysis, distribution reports, etc.
We are also utilizing the electronic equipment in the computation of many
of our more complex engineering calculations. To date, we have, in thirty
hours use of the main frame, accomplished results that, under normal circumstances, would have required 36,000 hours time by engineers, mathematicians
and other skilled individuals. What is most important, however, is that many
of these calculations, so important for our purpose, could not have been accomplished otherwise, due to the scarcity of individuals qualified to make such
calculations.
Up to this time we have not transferred any of the functions from our
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Connecticut or California plants to the electronic data processing operations.
They are much smaller plants and both their products and procedures differ so
much we deemed it advisable to devote our attention first to relieving our large
volume operations. We will, however, ultimately bring them into our electronic
program, so far as practical and feasible. Due to the limitation of time, it is
obviously impossible to cover here all the objectives we plan for this operation.
However, it can be asserted that we have fully confirmed our original expectations of the equipment's ability and are constantly seeing new possibilities.
Communications as a Handicap to Applications
We are greatly disappointed that means of communications have not kept
abreast with the speed of the computer and frequently find it a handicap to our
processing time. Because of this condition, we are forced to move a substantial
amount of data from the works to our electronic data processing center by public
carrier, that otherwise could more efficiently be transmitted over the transceiver
lines. As we progress further into our vital operational areas, this is going to
present a very serious problem unless there are new developments to relieve the
situation. We understand, however, that equipment manufacturers are quite
conscious of this situation and are devoting considerable attention to furnishing
an answer to the problem.
Impact of Computer Logic on an Organization
In our experience, I believe the greatest difficulty in developing a program of
this magnitude is not so much in the technical programming as in defining and
stabilizing the operational practices and policies to a detailed logical process.
Electronic methods are exact methods and, obviously, they cannot be successfully applied to any activity unless there is clarity in the concepts and issues for
which the cquipment is to be used.
It is for this reason that even the approach to adopting an electronic program
must follow a well- charted and properly -timed course. Like any other major
programs affecting so many people, a broad educational program is necessary
to acquaint them with its purpose and the service it will render. An electronic
program of this scope is not a function that can be superimposed at will on an
established business operation of long standing but must be introduced in such
a manner that it becomes a living and vital part of the business. This requires
the understanding and acceptance of the concept by every individual in the
organization, who will be affected by its operation. Even management at the
different levels may find it necessary to condition its thinking and planning alone
more logical lines.
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The electronic equipment does not recognize departmental lines or personal
prerogatives as limiting factors. Hence, a certain reorganizational effect is
almost inevitable if its full capabilities are utilized. As the equipment takes over
the detail processing, it naturally follows that people handling the operation
will, to some extent, be utilized at a different skill, thus placing a higher or
lower re- evaluation on their services. At this point, a problem arises as to the
manner in which replacement employees will be trained to qualify them for
judgment decisions in an automatic process that only rejects exceptions of an
unusual nature.
Savings — the Broad View
An inevitable question that constantly arises is the amount of savings to be
realized through the use of electronic equipment. Savings, as a matter of
terminology, can have a different meaning in different companies. But any
business considering the adoption of a large -scale computer into its operations
strictly on the basis of immediate dollar savings is, in my opinion, overlooking
the maximum advantages the equipment has to offer. True, many of its benefits
can be measured by such standards but, on the other hand, how can the true
worth of better customer relations, better- controlled inventories, and the ability
to efficiently systematize the business be evaluated in dollar savings? That, and
more, is inherent in the ability of this new medium. It is not only a tool but,
in reality, introduces a new concept to the operation of business.
We in Harvester are interested, of course, in any direct savings resulting from
the operation of the electronic data processing equipment and, as a matter of
fact, expect to reach a break -even point by the end of the first year of operation.
But more important in our philosophy, we are aiming objectively at the broad
horizon of lowering our operating costs in general. We feel this is a golden
opportunity and that the large -scale computer equipment is the tool we need
to bring the facts to light for analysis, evaluation and elimination of such
elements and practices as are not absolutely essential. That, in our opinion, is
the potential value of this equipment to our business.
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